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Introduction

The Aboriginal Family Law Services (AFLS), as part of the WA Collaborative Services
Planning Group, conducted the Family Violence Service Planning Survey to inform the
current project exploring the ability of the Western Australian legal assistance service system
to adequately meet the needs of people experiencing family and domestic violence.
The Collaborative Forum includes representatives from:
 Aboriginal Family Law Services
 Aboriginal Legal Service WA (FVPLS)
 Community Legal Centres Association of WA
 Djinda Services (FVPLS)
 Southern Aboriginal Corporation (FVPLS)
 Marninwarntikura FVPLU (FVPLS)
 Legal Aid WA
 Employment Law Centre of WA
 Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre Inc
 Law Access
AFLS is committed to being a leader in the provision of family violence legal services,
support and education for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in WA who have
experienced, or, who are experiencing family and/or sexual violence. Our organisation is
funded by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (PM&C) under the national
Family Violence Prevention Legal Service (FVPLS) Program.
The FVPLS program provides specialist legal services in the area of family violence matters.
It aims to prevent, reduce and respond to incidents of family violence and sexual assault
among Aboriginal people in regional areas.
Services are delivered in six regions across WA covering the West Kimberley, East
Kimberley, Gascoyne, Midwest, Goldfields, and Pilbara regions.
AFLS is committed to law reform activities that achieve equality and social justice within the
legal system for disadvantaged members of the community.
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Background

AFLS, in collaboration with the Legal Aid WA Domestic Violence Legal Unit, workshopped
and compiled a survey on family violence to look at what legal services are available in
Western Australia and where there are gaps.
The workshopped project produced survey questions which were distributed via Survey
Monkey to 32 legal services in metropolitan and regional Western Australia. Half (16) of
these responded.
The survey comprised 31 questions, asking for both numerical data and, in some instances,
comments. The comments were frank and revealing of the concerns held by respondents.
Every effort has been made to keep the identity of the centres confidential.
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Identifying the gaps

Survey respondents indicated overwhelmingly that they saw gaps in legal assistance in WA
related to family and domestic violence.
A review of respondents’ comments reveals clear and deep concerns, including resources,
funding, training, the complexity of clients presenting with multiple issues, and a lack of
services in property and debt settlement in legal assistance services relating to FDV.
Specific issues raised included the following survey question responses:

What gaps in legal assistance services are there in WA related to
FDV?


Property issues in Family Law
- Very little free or low-fee service available

“Property (or debt) settlement is a HUGE gap especially in FDV. This is an indicator for high
risk or increased risk of abuse.”


Immigration matters
- Many women experiencing FDV with immigration matters lack status to receive
support eg income, healthcare, education.



Mediation
- Many mediators lack FDV training and knowledge of the complex issues that
impact on victims’ ability to participate in mediation.
Courts
- Magistrates not giving VROs and bail conditions as part of sentencing – “…not
accepting that FDV is broader than physical”.
- Victims’ fear at facing the perpetrator in court is a barrier to many applications.





Children
- Child support

“Child support can be a high risk issue when this arises and when victims are required to
receive it as a condition of benefits.”
-

Child protection

“Where victims are told by CPFS that if they don’t get a VRO they will be considered to not
be protective and the children may be taken into care and there is no legal merit in their
application for a VRO, never mind when a VRO application is too dangerous for victim.”
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What barriers are you aware of that prevent people accessing your
services?


Access
- Lack of transport
- Ability to attend service when offices are only open during business hours.
- Lack of knowledge of the services available

List your suggestions for how access to emergency and other
service can be improved.


More funding



Resources
- Additional providers
- More outreach, Skype and phone appointments
- Relief lawyers for country areas experiencing high number of FDV incidents



Training and education
- Cultural awareness training
- FDV training

“All services need to have Cultural Awareness on how to work with Aboriginal women and
their children.”
“Triple 0 call takers MUST have more comprehensive training on FDV.”


Housing

“Housing is a huge problem for clients. Often they are escaping domestic violence and may
need to leave their property and then do not have access to any safe accommodation –
housing takes too long to find accommodation or transfer. CPFS remove the children and
the situation escalates to emotional, psychological and then drug and alcohol issues to cope
with these circumstances.”


Policy

“Stop criminalising the poor for drug use. Combat real issues such as inter-generational
poverty.”

Describe any challenges or trends you have identified regarding
complex cases.


Resources
- Lack of resources/staff for advocacy work
- Lack of staff
- Greater number of care and protection work to deal with, and FDV



Complexity of cases
- Multiple issues, legal and non-legal
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“Non-legal issues are a problem and need to be assisted with so that the legal problems can
be alleviated.”
“There are very few services who can deal with a person “holistically”; people do have
complex interconnecting issues, it takes a lot of their time and focus, which may … prevent
them from dealing with serious issues that may have huge impacts over time.”

Describe any gaps you have identified in the provision of court
support to legal assistance service users.


Resources
- More solicitors with Domestic Violence Court

“Can only provide VRO duty lawyer service at limited times and days.”
“There are enough services if they were fully and properly resourced to provide these
services…”
-

Full-time Family Violence Court needed

Men’s perpetrator services available


Lacking or not resourced to meet need

What would make your service more effective concerning FDV?


Resources
to provide community support/advocacy so victims could be further assisted
within the service

Does your service see any gaps in legal assistance services in WA
related to FDV?








Lack of resources/capacity
Lack of holistic service
Lack of assistance for perpetrators
Conflict of interest in small communities can be a barrier to legal service access
Not many provide holistic service with other advocacy support.
Victims not reporting due to fear of retribution or having to deal with perpetrator with
no legal representation.
Training for private practitioners who demonstrate a lack of appropriate
understanding when representing perpetrators.
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Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving the
effectiveness of family violence services?
“More one-stop at one-site.”
“More funding for existing services for the provision of CLE in the community especially in
high schools.”
“More funding and widen the scope of the communities which can access our services.”
“Attending Inter Agency Meetings and liaising with agencies …”
“Often victims are also perpetrators, can sometimes be difficult to determine.”
“Having faith that magistrates have a care and understanding of FDV issues and the
complexity of victims’ issues.”
“CPFS (and so many others) expecting the victim to stop the violence. How about we
address that with the perpetrator.”
“The Safe At Home issues with decision makers such as magistrates needs to be
considered more, not simply where will the perpetrator go.”

“…EXPECTING THE VICTIM TO STOP THE
VIOLENCE. HOW ABOUT WE ADDRESS THAT WITH
THE PERPETRATOR.”
-

RESPONDENT
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Survey data
In which area is your service located?

70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Metropolitan

Answered: 16

Regional, rural and remote

Skipped: 0

How many clients did you service in the 2014-15 financial year?

0-100
Answered: 16

101-500

501-1000

Skipped: 0
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Over 1000

Of total clients, what is the proportion of repeat clients using your services? (by
percentage)

Answered: 14

Skipped: 2

How many clients presented with FDV issues? (by percentage)

Answered: 15

Skipped: 1
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How many males and females access your service (by percentage)

105.0%

100.0%

95.0%

90.0%

85.0%

80.0%
Male

Answered: 15

Female

Skipped: 1

What age groups do you service?

Answered: 15

Skipped: 1
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What proportion of your clients are:

Answered: 14

Skipped: 2

What proportion of your clients are:

Answered: 14

Skipped: 2
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Does your service provide FDV services to:

120.0%
100.0%
80.0%
60.0%
40.0%
20.0%
0.0%
Victims

Answered: 13

Perpetrators

Children

Skipped: 3

Does your legal service assist with:

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Duty lawyer service

Answered: 13

Advice only

Minor assistance

Skipped: 3
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Ongoing
representation

Not applicable

Which FDV matters do you provide assistance with? (Tick all)

Answered: 13

Skipped: 3

Which of the following does your service deliver? (Tick all)

Answered: 12

Skipped: 4
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What services do you refer clients to? (Tick all)

Answered: 13

Skipped: 3

Are most of the referrals you make:

90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Warm referrals (referral is
facilitated by you and the
client receives direct contact
from the other service)

Answered: 13

Cold referrals (clients are
provided other service
details and they are
responsible for making
contact)

Skipped: 3
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We don't make referrals

Which of the following best describes your information sharing processes?

100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Only with client consent

Answered: 13

Under agreement or MOU with other agencies
(without client consent)

Skipped: 3

What barriers are you aware of that prevent people accessing your services? (tick all)

Answered: 11

Skipped: 5
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Describe how easy it is for clients to access emergency and other services in your
area:

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Answered: 10

Very easy
Easy
Moderately easy
Difficult
Very difficult

Skipped: 6
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Often matters not only take into account legal issues but also a number of social
issues, which can become complex. Expanded and non-legal services to the client
such as financial counselling, housing support, mental health support,
emergency accommodation may be required. Indicate the complexity of cases dealt
with your service in the last 12 months.
Answered: 10

Skipped: 6
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Rank the following from 1-11 from whom you receive most of your referrals.
Answered: 11

Skipped: 5
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For which legal matters do these services refer to your service?

35

VRO

30
25

Care and
protection

20

Family law

15
10

CIC

5

All

Answered: 10

Skipped: 6
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Other service

Refuges

Health service

Service user
(self-referral)

FDV services

CPFS

0

Other

How many legal assistance services are available for clients to choose from in your
area?

Answered: 12

Skipped: 4

Are there enough family violence services in your area providing client support and
community education?

Yes

Answered: 12

No

Skipped: 4
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Do you provide court support for the following matters?
Answered: 12

Skipped: 4

Comments indicated court support for: mention hearing and trials; that support varied from
matter to matter; from minor assistance through to a hearing and in the case of family law,
parenting orders; and that distance and capacity prevented family court representation and
care and protection matters, but help was given with court forms, court preparation, Legal
Aid applications and referrals to private solicitors.

Please indicate the men's perpetrator services available in your area:

Answered: 11

Skipped: 5
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What would make your service more effective concerning FDV?
Answered: 11

Skipped: 5

Does your service see any gaps in legal assistance services in WA related to FDV?
Answered: 11

Skipped: 5
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Conclusion
The data and comments showed that the legal services surveyed experience areas where
there are gaps in legal assistance services relating to family and domestic violence.
Respondents’ indicated a level of frustration at how these gaps, in some cases, prevented
fully effective assistance to be given to clients.
The survey reveals gaps in the following areas:













Resources and funding – these reflect a common theme from respondents,
contributing to issues of capacity, access, clients with complex issues, court support,
perpetrator services
Training and education – this was identified as a need for some mediators,
magistrates, private practitioners, emergency services responders, and services
dealing with Aboriginal women and children.
Clients presenting with multiple issues, legal and non-legal, and a greater number of
care and protection, and FDV cases.
Property issues in Family Law – the lack of service available.
Assistance to perpetrators.
Issues regarding children – instances where victims are required to receive child
support as a condition of benefits; and child protection where victims are told their
children may be taken into care as a result of not having a VRO.
Courts – victims’ fear at facing perpetrators in court; magistrates not giving VROs
and bail conditions as part of sentencing; lack of full-time court.
Immigration – the problems faced by women with immigration matters who
experience FDV.
Access – the problems faced in a physical sense where clients are in remote areas
or unable to attend in business hours; and in a legal sense where conflict of interest
arises.

The data showed that even though there are gaps in the services, all services indicated that
if they could not assist they referred clients to another service.
AFLS hopes the Family Violence Planning Survey makes a valuable contribution in
identifying areas of concern that could be addressed from a collaborative standpoint.
We thank all the services that participated.
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Recommendations


AFLS believes collaborative work would help address some of the concerns raised in
the Family Violence Planning Survey.



Existing services should be fully resourced in order to meet existing unmet needs,
and expanded services could help with a holistic approach to address the increasing
complexity of issues being faced.



Services that deal with perpetrators should be resourced to greater capacity in
dealing with FDV.



There needs to be more understanding of the practical as opposed to theoretical
experience in dealing with issues of FDV, especially in regional and remote areas.



Training and education to help understand the issues involved in FDV should be
targeted and thorough.



There should be broader training within the judiciary.



Domestic Violence Courts should be expanded to regional areas.

“GOOD SURVEY, EXCELLENT QUESTIONS … IT IS
THOUGHT-PROVOKING.”
-

RESPONDENT
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